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Abstract
In this study, we present a novel approach to
annotating bias and propaganda in social media
data by leveraging topic modeling techniques.
Utilizing the BERTopic tool, we performed
topic modeling on the FIGNEWS Shared-task
dataset, which initially comprised 13,500 sam-
ples. From this dataset, we identied 35 distinct
topics and selected approximately 50 represen-
tative samples from each topic, resulting in a
subset of 1,812 samples. These selected sam-
ples were meticulously annotated for bias and
propaganda labels. Subsequently, we employed
multiple methods like KNN, SVC, XGBoost,
and RAG to develop a classier capable of de-
tecting bias and propaganda within social me-
dia content. Our approach demonstrates the
efcacy of using topic modeling for efcient
data subset selection and provides a robust foun-
dation for improving the accuracy of bias and
propaganda detection in large-scale social me-
dia datasets.

1 Introduction

In response to the evolving landscape of media
representation and discourse surrounding the Gaza-
Israel 2023-2024 war, the FIGNEWS Shared task
(Zaghouani et al., 2024) has been initiated to delve
into the intricate nuances of bias and double stan-
dards prevalent in news articles. This task aims
to explore diverse perspectives, cultures, and lan-
guages, fostering a comprehensive understanding
of these events through the lens of major news out-
lets across the globe. The overarching objective is
to establish a shared corpus for comprehensive an-
notation across various layers, crafting annotation
guidelines shaped by the diverse range of conict-
ing discourses around this sensitive topic. This
endeavor seeks to highlight both challenges and
commendable aspects within the data, fostering a
collaborative community and nurturing the growth
of the next generation of NLP researchers.

*These authors contributed equally to this work.

Ding et al. (2022) demonstrated the potential
of GPT-3 for cost-effective data annotation, sug-
gesting that models trained on GPT-3 annotated
data can perform comparably to those trained on
human-annotated data. Zhang et al. (2021) pro-
vided a comprehensive survey on machine learning
techniques for automating the labeling of video,
audio, and text data, addressing the high cost of
manual data annotation and proposing future re-
search directions. Conforti et al. (2020) empha-
sized the importance of qualitative data for sus-
tainable development projects and introduced the
UPV Classication task for annotating qualitative
interviews. Anglin et al. (2020) compared complex
and simple human annotation schemes, nding that
complex schemes are more efcient and precise.
Perry (2021) discussed the commercial success of
LightTag, a text annotation platform that optimizes
the NLP process. Recent research by Šuppa et al.
(2024) explored using large language models for
classifying tweets on climate activism, comparing
zero-shot and few-shot learning approaches. Liu
et al. (2021) introduced KATE, a strategy that im-
proves model performance by using similar exam-
ples as context for large language models. Zhang
et al. (2023) proposed a RAG 1 module to enhance
nancial sentiment analysis by providing richer
context from trusted sources.

Our approach aligns with the goals of the
FIGNEWS Shared-task by utilizing topic modeling,
specically the BERTopic (Grootendorst, 2022)
tool, to select a well-generalized and suitable sub-
set of social media data for annotation. From an
initial dataset of 13,500 samples, we identied 35
distinct topics and selected approximately 50 sam-
ples from each topic, resulting in a nal subset of
1,812 samples. These samples were annotated for
bias and propaganda labels. We then used multiple
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methods, including RAG, KNN 2 (Cover and Hart,
1967), SVC 3 (Hearst et al., 1998), and XGBoost
(Chen and Guestrin, 2016), to create a classier
for these labels. Our study demonstrates the ef-
cacy of using topic modeling for efcient data
subset selection and provides a robust foundation
for improving the accuracy of bias and propaganda
detection in large-scale social media datasets.

2 Annotation Methodology and Examples

In this section, we describe the pipeline for select-
ing suitable samples for human annotation. After
annotating this subset of data, we use it to train
multiple models. These models, along with the
RAG technique, are then employed to annotate the
rest of the dataset using a voting mechanism. The
implementation details can be found on the GitHub
page 4.

2.1 Development of Annotation Guidelines

Label Denition

Unbiased The news presents information neutrally
without favoring any particular side.

Biased against
Palestine

News that blames the Palestinian side for
breaking peace talks and ignoring inter-
national laws preventing attacks against
non-militant citizens.

Biased against
Israel

News that criticizes Israeli attacks
against non-militant citizens and accuses
them of war crimes.

Biased against
both Palestine
and Israel

News questioning the activities of both
sides and expressing opinions on the loss
of peace due to their irresponsibility.

Biased against
others

News containing complaints against
other countries, people, and organiza-
tions.

Unclear News indicating its stance non-clearly
or exhibiting ambiguity.

Not applicable Topics not directly related to war con-
icts or bias annotations.

Table 1: Denitions of Bias Tags.

The creation of annotation guidelines was a
meticulous process designed to ensure clarity and
consistency across the annotation tasks. We started
by dening the objectives for annotating bias and
propaganda in news articles associated with the
Israel-Gaza war. For bias, the goal was to estab-
lish a corpus that facilitates the study of potential
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biases, categorized into 7 distinct labels. For pro-
paganda, the objective was to prepare a corpus to
analyze various forms of propaganda within the
news, categorized into 4 labels. To achieve this, we
crafted detailed denitions and examples for each
label. In Table 1 we have denitions for the Bias
task, and also in Table 2 we have denitions for
the Propaganda task. These guidelines included
label-specic examples for both subtasks, ensuring
that annotators had a clear reference for each la-
bel. This approach was intended to standardize the
annotation process and minimize subjectivity.

Label Denition

Propaganda Information, especially biased or mis-
leading, are used to promote a particular
political cause or point of view.

Not Propaganda Information or communication that is
factual, neutral, or unbiased.

Unclear Information that is ambiguous, vague,
or difcult to determine its intended pur-
pose or bias.

Not Applicable Information that does not fall under the
category of propaganda or its opposite; it
is unrelated to the promotion or criticism
of a political cause or viewpoint.

Table 2: Denitions of Propaganda Tags.

2.2 Data Annotation Process
The annotation process involved several steps
to ensure accuracy and consistency. Initially,
we selected a subset of 1,812 samples from
the FIGNEWS Shared-task dataset, using the
BERTopic(using e5-base (Wang et al., 2024) sen-
tence transformer as feature extractor) tool to iden-
tify 35 distinct topics and choosing approximately
50 samples from each topic. The distribution of
Bias and Propaganda annotations is shown in Ta-
bles 3 and 4.

Tag name Train Test

Unbiased 1224 159
Biased against Palestine 118 22
Biased against Israel 99 13
Not Applicable 73 8
Biased against others 48 5
Unclear 30 5
Biased against both Palestine and Israel 6 2

Total 1599 213

Table 3: Distribution of Bias labels in Train and Test
datasets.

One of the problems with this subset dataset



Figure 1: Overview of the annotation pipeline: First, select the subset of data to annotate. Then, annotate this subset
and use it to train four different models. Finally, use these models to annotate the rest of the dataset using a voting
mechanism.

is that for some tags, like "Biased against both
Palestine and Israel," we have very few samples for
training and testing different models. As a result,
our outcomes can be unstable and unreliable in
some cases. Using cross-validation techniques can
provide more reliable and stable results.

Tag name Train Test

Propaganda 427 107
Not Propaganda 799 200
Unclear 156 40
Not Applicable 66 17

Total 1448 364

Table 4: Distribution of propaganda labels in Train and
Test datasets.

2.3 Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA)
Analysis

In this section, we detail the IAA process, utilizing
four different classication methods: KNN, RAG,
XGBoost, and SVC. Each of these classiers serves
as an IAA tagger to assess the correlation and qual-
ity of data annotation in our process. Using a voting
system, we curate these four methods to determine
the nal label for each new sample. Specically,
KNN serves as IAA1, RAG as IAA2, XGBoost as
IAA3, and SVC as IAA4.
The Vote function aggregates predictions from

multiple machine learning models by initializing
a vote count for each possible label. It iterates
through each model to predict a label for a given
text input and updates the corresponding vote count
in a dictionary. In cases where multiple labels re-

Algorithm 1 Vote Function
1: function VOTE(models, f1_scores, text, labels)
2: votes ← {label : 0 for label in labels}
3: for model in models do
4: label ← model.predict(text)
5: votes[label] += 1
6: end for
7:
8: if we have multiple maximum votes then
9: final_label ← maximum_labels[f1_scores].argmax()
10: else
11: final_label ← votes.argmax()
12: end if
13: return final_label
14: end function

ceive the highest number of votes, it selects the -
nal label based on a criterion involving f1_scores.
Otherwise, it simply chooses the label with the
highest vote count. This approach effectively lever-
ages ensemble techniques to enhance prediction
accuracy by combining insights from diverse mod-
els, making it particularly useful in scenarios where
individual models may specialize in different as-
pects of the data.

3 Team Composition and Training

First, we dene the Bias and Propaganda tags and
share these denitions with the annotators. Our
team includes two human annotators and several ar-
ticial annotators trained on a subset of data chosen
using BERTopic, as explained in section 2.2. One
of the articial annotators employs the RAG tech-
nique, integrating label denitions into the LLM
5 model’s prompts, which our two human annota-
tors also use for their annotations. However, other
classic classication models do not utilize these
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label denitions during their training or inference
processes.

3.1 Handling of Ambiguities and Difcult
Cases

To handle ambiguities and difcult cases, if we nd
instances where the human-assigned label differs
from the model-assigned label, we discuss these
conicts with our annotators. Sometimes, despite
the LLM setting the correct label, the human an-
notator may assign a different one. In cases where
conicts arise between human results and model
annotations, we revise our denitions and attempt
to resolve the conict. If the human annotation is
incorrect, we correct it accordingly.

4 Task Participation and Results

The team’s performance was bolstered by employ-
ing a sophisticated classication approach combin-
ing embedding and classier models, experiment-
ing with KNN, SVC, and XGBoost, with KNN
emerging as the superior classier. The innova-
tive use of Retrieval RAG further enhanced this
approach, involving dynamic prompts tailored for
each news article. By retrieving and including ex-
amples and denitions based on the most similar
annotated documents, focusing on unique labels
among these documents, the team rened their
prompts, leading to improved classication out-
comes. Experiments showed that using 5 similar
documents and including one example per unique
label in the prompts yielded satisfactory results.
This methodology was facilitated by the gpt-3.5-
turbo model, which efciently generated text and
classied news articles, underscoring the advantage
of integrating examples and denitions in prompt-
based classication compared to related works rely-
ing on static or less dynamic prompting techniques.
The results of Propaganda and Bias are shown in
the tables 5 and 6.
In Table 7, the results of the FIGNEWS shared

task are shown. These results were generated by
the shared task committee.

4.1 KNN Method

We use the KNN algorithm with the following hy-
perparameters: n_neighbors=5, weights=’uniform’,
algorithm=’auto’, leaf_size=30, p=2, and met-
ric=’minkowski’. These settings provided the best
cross-validation F1-score for both the propaganda
and bias datasets.

Pre-train Model KNN SVC XGBoost RAG

Multilingual E5
large (Wang et al.,
2024)

0.60 0.59 0.58 0.56

BGE M3 (Chen
et al., 2024)

0.61 0.59 0.59 0.55

E5 Mistral 7B
(Wang et al., 2023)

0.58 0.61 0.61 -

Nomic-Embed
(Nussbaum et al.,
2024)

0.55 0.57 0.57 -

XLM-Roberta
(Conneau et al.,
2019)

0.57 0.58 0.63 -

Table 5: Propaganda results with different embed-
ding and classication methods (regarding weighted
F1 score).

Pre-train Model KNN SVC XGBoost RAG

Multilingual E5
large

0.78 0.75 0.75 0.76

BGE M3 0.78 0.77 0.77 0.71
E5 Mistral 7B 0.74 0.76 0.76 -
Nomic-Embed 0.74 0.75 0.72 -
XLM-Roberta 0.75 0.74 0.72 -

Table 6: Bias results with different embedding and clas-
sication methods (in terms of weighted F1 score).

4.2 SVC Method

We employ the SVC with the following hy-
perparameters: C=1.0, kernel=’rbf’, degree=3,
gamma=’auto’, coef0=0.0, shrinking=True, prob-
ability=False, tol=0.001, cache_size=200, ver-
bose=False, and decision_function_shape=’ovr’.
These settings were determined to yield the op-
timal performance based on cross-validation for
both the propaganda and bias datasets.

4.3 XGBoost Method

We utilize XGBoost with loss = ’log_loss’,
learning_rate = 0.1, n_estimators = 100, sub-
sample = 1.0, criterion = ’friedman_mse’,
min_samples_split = 2, min_samples_leaf = 1,
min_weight_fraction_leaf = 0.0, max_depth =
3, min_impurity_decrease = 0.0, verbose = 0,
warm_start = False, validation_fraction = 0.1, tol =
0.0001, ccp_alpha = 0.0 hyperparameters. These
settings have been found to produce optimal per-
formance based on cross-validation for both the
propaganda and bias datasets.

4.4 RAG Method

One potential improvement opportunity in our
work is our RAG solution. Due to the emerging



Content Kappa Acc Macro F1 Avg F1 Bias*

Quality 35.7 75.5 41.0 43.2
Centrality 19.7 41.1 21.9 59.7

Table 7: In this table, metrics such as Kappa, Accuracy
(Acc), Macro F1 Average, and F1 Bias score are shown
for Quality (IAA Within Team) and Centrality (Main
B1+B2 Across Teams). These results were generated
by the shared task committee for our team.

capabilities of LLMs and state-of-the-art retrievers,
RAG-based solutions have more room for general-
ization, which helps to reduce the side effects of
biases in the data. First, we add the denition of
each class to the prompt. Then, for each class, we
use the retriever to nd the most similar annotated
sample from our subset dataset and add them to the
prompt. Finally, we add the test sample and ask
the LLM to determine the label of this sample. The
LLM used for predicting labels from prompts is the
GPT-3.5-turbo model, and the sentence embedder
used to create the vector database for the retriever
is Multilingual E5 large (Wang et al., 2024).

5 Discussion

The team’s ndings suggest that increasing the size
of the manually annotated subset used to train arti-
cial annotators could enhance performance, indi-
cating that a larger, more comprehensive training
dataset can improve the accuracy and reliability
of automated classication systems. However, the
team also observed that annotator bias and con-
icts arising from differing cultural and personal
beliefs inuenced the labeling process(our annota-
tors are from Iran and the USA), reecting a signif-
icant challenge in creating unbiased datasets. This
highlights the importance of developing methods
to mitigate annotator bias and ensure consistency
across diverse teams. These insights contribute to
the eld by emphasizing the need for larger and
more diverse training datasets and robust strategies
for managing annotator bias, thereby advancing the
development of more accurate and fair automated
annotation systems in the context of detecting pro-
paganda and bias.

6 Conclusion

The key insights from this paper underscore the
critical need to address the issue of unbalanced sub-
data, as the low frequency of some labels adversely
affects the performance of articial annotators. Ad-

ditionally, the reliance on only 2 human annotators
from different countries has introduced biases and
inconsistencies in the annotations, highlighting the
necessity of expanding the annotator pool to im-
prove the diversity and reliability of the curation
process. Moreover, the current lack of thorough cu-
ration, with only 2 people annotating the sub-data,
points to the need for a more systematic and collab-
orative approach. These ndings emphasize that
incorporating thorough examples and a comprehen-
sive understanding of related work is essential for
enhancing the accuracy and efcacy of annotation
tasks, ultimately contributing to the development
of more robust articial annotators.
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